
 

 

 
 

DS Faux Natural™ Sunless 
Triple Threat™ | UV+Sunless+Red Light | Beauty Light Elixir | Energizing Caffeine & Coffee Seed 

 

FEATURES  

• Tyrosine Intensifier 

• Erythrulose for Sunless 

• Beauty Light Peptides 

• Collagen 

• ATO Inhibitor  

• Cruelty-Free  

• Fragrance: Passion Fruit Mango – Champagne, 

Passion Fruit, Mango, and Powdered Sugar   
 

PRODUCT STORY— Faux Natural™ Sunless Collection 

For trendsetters who demand show stopping perfection, chic happens in the DS Faux Natural™ Sunless Collection! 

Confidently reach the tan of your dreams as you indulge in UV, Sunless, and Red Light treatments. No one can stand in 

the way of a Triple Threat and their color ambitions. You’ll be basking in golden intentions, while everyone else tries to 

unravel your bronzing secret. Go ahead, let them stare. Sometimes it’s okay to fake it. 

COLOR TECHNOLOGY 

Powerful Dark Tanning Intensifier: Contains a Tyrosine derivative that helps stimulate UV melanin production for dark 
color development. 
 
Dark Duration Complex™: Specially blended with Erythrulose to help prep skin to go seamlessly from UV to Sunless 

tanning to ensure even, streak-free results  

 

SKINCARE TECHNOLOGY 

Beauty Light Elixir: Combines powerful peptides that uniquely work to help boost the production of collagen, which 

plays a vital role in increasing skin elasticity, and helps stimulate melanin production.  

 

Collagen Infusion: Formulated with collagen which is known to help skin 

retain moisture and stay firm.  

 

Optimum pH Serum: Helps to optimize skin’s pH balance for rapid, 

sunless color development. 

 

Pure Caffeine: Re-energizes the skin to help promote a more sculpted 

and radiant appearance. 

 

Coffee Seed: Helps bring vitality and life to skin. Coffee Seed extract 
contains a potent antioxidant that is known for its ability as a free radical 
scavenger. 
 

Odor Inhibiting Complex: Works with the Passion Fruit Mango fragrance 

to help combat after sunless odor and leave skin smelling fresh. 

 

AVAILABLE SIZES 

13.5oz Bottle | .5oz Packette  

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Uniquely formulated to be used in a UV tanning bed, with sunless 

application, and with a Red Light Beauty treatment for optimal color and 

skincare results.  


